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Poetry

A Reminder
SARAH BANGLEY
Go back to the garden.
Wait for me where the apples fall,
where a windmill spins over the river.
Wait for me; remember
where you meet to pray
is not where you find me—
Not for years now, not since
your mother raised you on sand dunes
and wildflowers,
Not since the sky became your dowry.
Breathe; let the churches lie fallow—
no hymn book will ever sing of us,
no bible knows my name.
Have faith in the mustard-seed and
the wild mustard-greens:
everything I grow brings you closer to me.
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Pour Me The Moon
SARAH BANGLEY
My sister heard it first:
a distant salute to the moon
burbling beneath the Rowan,
beckoning.
I did not hesitate.
Knees to earth, lips
to lapping water, I drank the fangs
straight into my soul & howled
for joy— my sister
screamed, my stepmother
laughed, thinking
she’d got me
at last—
How could she know what freedom
a woman in wolf hide bears
between her sharp teeth?
O Stepmother,
spare me in the wickedest way
& I will reciprocate:
one night it’ll be the moon in your cup,
eyeball-bright bubbles
with silvered tongue singing,
I will make you a wolf
		
I will make you a wolf
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Grendel’s Mother
RUBY LUCAS
creatures eat away at me
leaving gore and flesh in their wake
the blood always reaches the surface
does my viscus displease you?
you don’t want to think about
the beasts
that reside within
the deepest part of me–
that cling to my walls, wet and murky
these creatures that can kill you:
melusine coming for revenge,
sweet sirens and naiads who would conspire
to consume you
though this might be a womb with
hostile conditions
the monsters beloved to me
the monsters you fear
still see a good home
does it still scare you?
never forget
you have also gripped the walls of this cave–
have taken up residence here
and are the most dangerous of all
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Water Women
CLAIRE WOZNIAK
						we

						water women
							bend and flow over
						
jagged stone &
						
Judgement
					
we roll &
					 rush or
				gush
				some of us pool
					or freeze
						despite ourselves we
									Move
								no one ever taught us
							how to fight with
							fists or
						
arrows
					
we weren’t born with
				bows on our backs
		
we are meek &
			many
			
pushing sediment and
					Sentiment aside
						carving paths for those behind
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room #413
CLAIRE WOZNIAK
&... its
nervousness
		
love,
under love
		

under
under

raucous laughter
rich
&heavy
an avocado pit
syrupthick words
stick
to the walls
honey
coloured
pudding.
dripping.

& its...

love
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under
love
overunder
a soaking haze
pomegranates
condensing
it’s

earthy.

too

mouthful of

sod
heather oil

open window
head 		
out
in

body

		out
in
out/in
always
some
both
once.

how
at
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Meet Me By The
River, Early March &
Just Sit For A While
CLAIRE WOZNIAK
after Mary Oliver
you do not have to be good
you do not have to tell me why
or how you came to be this way
or who hurt you
just sit with me
quiet as the trout lilies
blooming beneath hawthorne
and the young maples and the oaks
sit at at the edge of the river
dip your feet into her
don’t worry about the
crawfish or minnow
they don’t pay no mind to us
fold your hand into mine
move your toes
through the silt and pebbles
pieces of glass bottles
worn soft by age or
heartache
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watch the mud bloom in water
like gardenias, a memory
it’s only early march, they
haven’t even yet thought
of waking up, much less of
growth
don’t concern yourself
with moving forward
with moving past
not just yet
feel the mud between your toes
the earth and bits of sparse grass
under your legs, damp &
discreet
feel the water, cold as january
she is a promise
that seasons do change
that spring will turn to summer
to fall, to winter—
we never stop turning
in the skunk cabbage
and the chickweed blooming
along the banks
we see spring
heralding the arrival of hope
with every
green and growing thing
feel it all
feel it all
feel it all
until you come back
to yourself
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When You Hand
Me Your Worry
ALIE DAVIS
Today I promised you I would save your art if you died,
anyone naive to your language is muted.
I would bind it in leather and petals.
I would burn it with your body,
a funeral fit for a Valkyrie.
Send you on a ship, your body wrapped in silk.
your poems resting on your belly,
and all the love you gave in your life,
around your head like a crown.
		
I want to promise you that you will land.
Your lunar toes will touch French dirt
You will buy me dried tea leaves,
		

and come home.

We will save the burning of our poems and our bodies
								
				for another day.
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Sagittarius Sun
ALIE DAVIS
I find your mouth leaking gold
& running down your fingertips.
Monarchs tucking back hair made of rose scarves.
It is always Autumn here.
You wear your warmth around your ankles,
		
and it carries you.
		
You let us all in, where it is pleasant,
where it is sweet.
Where we call your tenderness home.
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for the mothers who
weren’t ready yet –
TARA TEETS
we are half-moon girls
you can see it under our eyes
& when we close them
the light knocks down the pins
the half-moon hears
the singular voice of our mothers
our fathers’ drift through &
never come around again
& the house has the craters
from the doorknob
& the fists & our corners
are not safe once we leave
yet we still do &
seek out bodies so reflective
that they forget to take
& we are like the moths
not necessarily seeking
the light in others
instead, their shadows
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Cleanse
TARA TEETS
this morning i dreamt i kissed the
floor of the ocean
and the light beams existed parallel
through the water’s surface
and i know the water is
shaking and tumultuous above,
but here, settling pervades, my
hands reach the sand that is
clean, and i admit to myself the
part of you that is now me
this evening held banjos & their
soundwaves through the walls &
there’s such an autumnal warmth
that i can almost hear the hum of the universe
between the clawed beats – this is
what history sounds like & it’s all caught
up to me – there, at that part in the middle of my
ribs that tells my lips to hold themselves closed
and my heels to tread lightly enough
to not push the earth away
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i don’t pursue anything anymore
Melatonin drives away the night questions
& the Buddhists live without want
& they may just have something right
i cleanse myself of the sugars &
syrups & your energy’s effect on mine
our gravities no longer push or pull
& i refuse to orbit, i am not circular
i move along the parallel
light beams and breathe deep for
the first time in months
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Moth Behavior
JESS TURNER
I.
Your restless body calls
but I’m still bruising
my head into glass—
trembling for the light.
II.
I learn transverse orientation
is interrupted by artificial brightness:
the pull of something
closer.
III.
Flutter heavy
and power out—I reach you
though now I’m hungry for cotton.
IV.
Rapid heart—
insatiable.
Humming
the nocturnal dream.
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the sound of bloom
JESS TURNER
from you, budding strawberries
that endure
like sparrow hearts
or maybe pomegranate seeds-one thousand voices,
weeping that generous stain.
tangible tones I bite
into, let bleed
sweet pink blood
and I sing too,
all draped in color
berry breath and full.
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eating fruit from
my lover’s hands
CARINA STOPENSKI
her mouth is the tang of a berry on a hot
august evening, sticky red lips lined with
the juice of nature’s candy, fingernails
caked with crimson pulp, violet tints
streaking down alabaster wrists.
seeds of pomegranates, scent of fig,
cherry remnants on her tongue, ruby-stained
cheeks and wet blouses visit us as she
sates me with her feminine garden.
i will pluck grapes from their vines and
drink their wine straight from your palms.
you will water the perimeter with a
sprinkling of affection and watch the
bounty swell over, a harvest that beckons
like low-hanging apples of the fall.
we will light candles for each other when
we are separated by cities but we will
devour each other by lamplight until that
moment comes, flushing pique pinks to
the dead grey hues of rotting rinds.
i will savor every item you have to offer me,
for our garden will never grow barren of
the sweet peach of summer, always aware
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of the golden innocence once possessed,
but widening palates as i strip the leaves
from the flesh of the fleeting fruit,
preserving our encounters and replanting
beneath the fertile earth of our romance.
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Sutter’s Mill
CARSYN SMITH
You called me golden
Like, perhaps, I could be a California river.
But I, with my hooded eyes, never thought
I was soaked in sunlight or shimmering in wealth
Until I found you sifting through me
Marveling at a beauty I cannot see:
Telling how the sun makes me sparkle,
Bragging about the curve of my body through the hills.
The more you boasted, the more came to see
And now I know I am that swollen western stream,
A run of water muddied by your boots,
Scattered with pebbles of treasure
Winding south with the current down to the sea.
I am that western vein because I know
I give more than I take, and I know
I could never stick around for long.
You’re like the others
Who held me in a pan and
Walked away with all I could give them.
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Repose
CARSYN SMITH
I touched His hand and
He hit me.
I ran my finger prints
over His callused thumb
over the cuts and bruises;
between the towers that were His fingers.
He gripped my tender fingertips with death
and pulled me under with his clutch.
He spilled sea foam into my ears,
filled my mouth with His salty tongue.
I saw love in shades of green and blue
heard His voice in strokes of black,
split my lip between His teeth and
washed my mouth with a copper jam.
I floated with Him for a time,
watched the waves collide over my head,
counted the grains of sand between strands of hair and
listened to reality through the heavy static of a radio.
I touched God’s hand but
when I came to, they only wanted to know today’s date.
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Jesus Action Figure
Heals The Sick
JESSICA CONRAD
They sit straight in the pew
spine snapped to the creaking oak, pristine white cloth
and silver casing covers your slumber, but
the priest pours Corinthians and Welcher’s,
the punch line hasn’t hit yet:
I hear no evil.
When I walk past
an old thrift shop which captured
our imagination for an afternoon, Jesus sat
atop old VHS tapes, now I cough sage,
recalling another cough, mischief-ridden and sweet, I
did not hear you
right beside me.
Those clerks didn’t sell me Jesus
And I’ll never buy into it.
I’m still sick
Because my arms ached, carrying you without
realizing how heavy a life is and how quiet
you would be after coughing and
always waiting for me to turn and hear your
laughing, see your smug smile and tan, freckled cheeks
scratching charcoal or smoking tobacco at my side while
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I heard no good.
But let’s forget all of that, because we slouched together
in this pew in years past, when we
ate cake batter until 3 AM and I never saw how beautiful
you were when your eyes were glazed and fingers
kept moving, your eyes getting weary, until you were
in the ground.
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July Bouquet
JESSICA CONRAD
His blooming seizures
still blossoms held in my pale palms
“We’ll croak, we’re geezers.”
Was the sink turned off?
What a mess you made
skittering weeds on dry ground
I’m kneeling to pray to decay’s indent
where you put you down.
Pineapple, porcupine, prickling,
He domino she domino she domino he
Fun and games, campgrounds tickling
my insides fall out.
It’s Summer, you know, where life begins
and dries so quickly in my hand
Mr. Daniels won’t water the flowers
This damned house will no longer stand
No more does he bloom or breath
And our trek across the country won’t save
Dead blossoms that we all shun,
shunned, we cannot again.
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us
LEE MARSH
the truth is i’m too tired
to hate you even after everything
you ever did to me with your
				broken fingers and your
				broken teeth and your
				broken dreams
all of those sharpened edges you used
on the edges of me until i was
too sharp to touch anything
more broken even
than you
i could fight back if i wanted
with all these knife points
and needle teeth
after all your broken fingers
means your crooked fingers
don’t know how to
				
make a fist how to
				
play roshambo fair how to
				
knock your knuckles against another’s how to
				
prop your chin on your hand and listen
why don’t you just ever listen?
doesn’t it hurt to talk with all those
jagged teeth? don’t you
				
cut your tongue apart don’t you
				
bleed every now and then don’t you
				
feel pain for what you did to us don’t you
				feel tired?
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don’t you feel tired?
wrecking yourself
and wrecking me and
wrecking yourself
over the wreck of me?
damn. i’m tired just looking at you.
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Study in Mortality
RACHEL GEFFREY
It is illegal to own a hedgehog in the state of Pennsylvania.
Those soft-bellied spikes are meant only
for wild hedgerows and Connecticut cages.
A young girl laments this as she memorializes
her fourth hermit crab
in a plastic bag beneath the deck,
only a paltry ring of pebbles and a pock-marked
crab apple to commemorate the
stinking body. She slips down
the jagger-bushed slope behind the house
to blink at the lazy, lowing cows
across the farm fence. In a few years,
the cows will be gone, the farm
laid to rest, the pasture torn into rows
of elaborate houses. Now, her mother’s
dog barks from the level yard.
*
Thirty-two carnival prizes die
over the span of four days in their washed-out
pretzel jar of a home, to the mild dismay
of the five- and eight-year-olds who won them.
They’re only feeder fish, the PetCo man explains.
They weren’t meant to live more than a few days. Bettas,
on the other hand, he says, handing one
to each child, are better. They could live
in a horseshoe footprint filled with water,
he swears. They’re hearty. The children will name them
faster than they can remember, and after
they kill their sixth and seventh fish,
their mother calls it quits.
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*
After reading The Scarlet Letter, the English class
collectively adopts a brilliant red betta fish
and names him Hester Prynne. He was sold
sick with ick and gill rot, and when
the biology teachers diagnose him, there is nothing they can do.
The English teacher rinses the bowl, replaces
the clear glass pebbles, and jams a spring-loaded,
bug-eyed rubber fish on a suction cup
against the bottom. It takes her eleventh-graders
almost a month to notice.
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Prior Studies and
Future Applications
JESSICA KELLER
Quantum mechanics says that you don’t exist
unless you’re interacting with people.
Introversion must have slipped
through natural selection
and into my DNA.
Disorder is favored,
so it’s amazing that you are
one mass of cells
able to worry about your weight,
as neural tissues fire automatically
like a machine gun.
You stopped eating foods with chemicals in them.
I was worried because you were smart.
You stopped eating altogether,
but played it off as the latest diet trend.
I know what this will lead to.
Did I ever tell you I think suicide is large cell death?
Apoptosis for the Homo sapiens.
Statistics have told me the distribution of suicide rates
is lower for the hetero- Homo sapiens.
An imbalance of serotonin in my brain
is what I can blame
for what lead me to self-implosion,
after swallowing too many pills
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full of the wrong chemicals to do any help.
If I dissipated into dust
under the flame of a Bunsen burner,
or was dissected by a med student on the edge,
you could take all the pressure that I have carried,
collect my carbon, and make me into a diamond.
Maybe someone would finally call me beautiful.
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Close
JESSICA KELLER
As my womb presses
against hers,
softly crashing in our web
of arms and legs,
lips on lips,
scratches on backs,
scars you cannot hide.
I lay myself in her hips
as long as she lets me,
this Heaven on Earth
we shall not deny.
When my thoughts blur
back into focus,
I remember that
I never want to have kids.
She kisses me
harder, because
she doesn’t either.
This is fine.
I don’t want to push
anything
out of this body freely,
nothing more than the
blood I cannot plug,
or the sickness that
seeps into spinal fluid.
I only want to pull her
inside, to give her a
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home, a warm cup of tea, and
everything
she could ever need.
I would shower with
holy water, though it
burns my skin to be
as close to the woman
she deserves.
I ache for
our hearts to melt
together, so we can
bleed as
one.
I wish to move
into her nerves
so I feel every touch
twice.
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Amphora
REBECCA EMERICK
her skin is pale
like unglazed porcelain
smoothed by the fire
dimpled from God’s hands
she puts her foot up
on the edge of the bed
buckling the wine colored
down comforter
carefully he works the stocking on
pulling it over her slender toes
working it across her foot
unrolling it up her leg
with a turn of her hands
kneading it with her fingers
pulling it up
like a potter raises the walls
of a vase on a throwing wheel
slowly
methodically
she covers the white clay
with the thin black slip
though she appears svelte and delicate
arousing concern for breakage
the fires in life
will only vitrify her
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Hematophagy
CARLY BRUCHA
he kissed me and it felt like the lining of my veins had been scraped out,
his teeth dug in more each passing day, feeding on the ichor dripping from my wrists.
he begged for me to let him crawl into my body and make a home.
she was glorious, searing. she sat on the floor surrounded by bodies.
we tore open our chests and showed each other cavities where our hearts should’ve
been.
she loved me so she let me hide in her throat.
he licked the blood from my lips and told me that I’m pretty when I cry,
pressed his mouth to mine and fed me a star, he let me taste the sky.
he scrawled “desolation” on my cheekbone to match the bruises on my throat.
she kissed me and sliced me open, disemboweled me with her tongue.
I fed her pieces of my lungs, hoping to keep her alive just a little longer.
she was an angel that slept in the same ditches we left bodies in.
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St. Wendelin
CARLY BRUCHA
ripped palms, skinned knees
splinters from cheap pews and broken boards,
she has gilded veins and fraying fingertips
she treats me like a skittish animal
and brands me with her mouth,
four points of heat where I cross myself
she spits on me and calls me angel
and I hail Mary with her hands around my throat
while peach juice and communion wine run down her chin,
she keeps her fingers in my hair when I confess
she smells like dust and regret and smoke
but mostly like home
I can’t remember if the ash on my fingers
is from the heat of her body
or just Wednesday
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Donut Display
JADE MARZOLF
Bubbling golden oil snaps,
bitter cinnamon hisses, and
fine-spun powdered sugar coos.
Swirls of rich hazelnut
caress my nostrils, instructing me to
turn. And there they are,
sealed behind glass windows,
fluorescent bulbs
a radiant spotlight, featuring
on charcoal trays
doughy rings dressed in thick, silky ganache:
browned cake halos iced in dark chocolate,
yeasty circlets crowned
with milky white vanilla, bright smithereens
of rainbow sprinkles studding the sweet glossy paint,
gooey beige globes stuffed
with luscious velvet crèmes,
sourdough hoops drenched in crisp translucent glaze,
and shimmering sand colored orbs
encrusted in miniscule shards of
sugar diamonds, jammed with tangy jellied peach.
All of them eagerly
sparkling and glistening
on their charcoal pedestals;
Choose me.
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Equality
JADE MARZOLF
I want to reconstruct the world.
I want to coax the withered economy
into an emerald and vermilion blossom,
blot out the blood encircling the ballot box,
negate the nooses nesting inside
sanctuaries of worship.
I want widespread credit given
as readily as a filthy rich high roller
shells greenbacks at the casinos.
I want to heal the entire planet.
On an earth sized crystal platter,
I order empathy and understanding.
I ache to demolish the thrones, castles, skyscrapers,
pedestals, podiums, stairs, and hills
until we are all standing on equal ground,
side by side,
arms linked.
I desire to play God
and give everybody what they deserve.
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Diasporic Oath
HOPE SIMS-MEDLEY
after Yona Harvey
Shatter the windows
With rough stones,
Planetary orbs in remembrance of David
Soaring towards one obstacle at a time
But windows can be rebuilt
This does not equal freedom
//
//
With all that is my being
I will summon the Ancestors.
With chants of glory and victory,
I will exude their presence.

Nurture the children
let them suckle from your bosom
like a cat feeding her young
maybe they will take kindly to their slave kin
but even now they are your masters
they will not give you freedom
//
//
With all the blood that courses through me
I will scrape away the layers of callousness.
With chants of stoic determination,
My Ancestors will seep through me.

This I swear
This I swear
With all my bones
This I swear
This I swear
This I swear

With all my bones
This I swear
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Instructions
STEPHANIE RAMSER
I am no use if I cannot breathe.
Peel back my petals
and smother me.
Open me up:
Pull usefulness from me.
Unwrap these tendrils from
my strangled mouth.
My porcelain fingers can’t
pour dirt into it.
Stretched fragile skin,
peeled like petals,
is be easily crushed.
Unwrap the tendrils from my
stretched, fragile skin.
My porcelain fingers are
too frail and easily crushed.
Open me up:
Smother me,
mark my last in stone.
Pull all usefulness from me and
Mark my last words in stone.
I am no use if I cannot breathe.
Pour dirt into me:
into my strangled mouth.
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Eater of Dreams,
Clad in Saffron
INDIGO BALOCH
When Persephone first held Melinoë in her arms,
She dropped her like a bundle of rotted fruit.
Met with the cold riverbed, the sallow nymph curled and whined.
Persephone begged Hades, Take it away.
That thing—take it away.
Belly still swollen and dark, she did not sleep for weeks.
She shuddered in bed; wept; would not let her husband touch her.
Lesser demons were tasked with the child.
And loveless and motherless, Melinoë grew sullen and grim.
As a young woman, Melinoë found herself enamored of Apollo.
Golden and melodious, she saw in him the world.
Armed with the knowledge that of all of Zeus’ creatures
He adored nymphs the most, she pursued him
As a hunter to a grouse.
In the gods’ marketplace she touched his shoulder for only an instant,
And for ten days he was plagued by horrible visions.
For ten days, the sun would not rise.
And so it was Demeter, who relied on the lunar calendar
To see her beloved daughter, and yield her yearly harvest;
Demeter, mother of mother of Melinoë,
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Who brought the matter to Zeus himself—
Demanding justice and light.
And it was Zeus, king of the heavens
And all things great and small
Who ordered Melinoë to his throne room
To witness the split-skin shadow he,
Himself, had sown in Persephone.
And there she wept, on her knees, swaying and sobbing.
A bird, she cried, make me bird or blossom.
Something frail and ephemeral. Then let me die.
And Zeus, pitying his trembling child,
Took her by the hand and gave her wings;
Kept her colors, and called her Magpie:
An unmusical mimic and glossy scapegoat
Spurned by all, cursed with grief.
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Red Tide
INDIGO BALOCH
Matthew came roaring through West Palm
			
Carrying Big Sugar’s algae bloom
				
Past Okeechobee, turning lake into mouth
		
Sea, soon sour with poison
Karenia brevis, they wrote:
		
A magenta, copper cream
				Diluting the Florida Bay
		
A silent, rosé ruin
			
Transmuting twisted Everglade streams
Into rivers of blood and decay
And the air is heavy with it
			Acrid and acidic
		
A nitrous phosphate breeze
That sticks to your lungs like tar
Our boat engine hums softly
		
As we drift from Naples to Sanibel
				
Passing into Styx and Acheron
		
Palming drachmas as we go
The water is littered with bodies
Swollen and vacant—belly up
			
Briefly pink and human, they reach for my hands
		
But dissolve when we touch
Pomegranate bursting under molars
A rush of red and so bittersweet
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Collier Queen
INDIGO BALOCH
livid red-eyed daughter
			
i have always been a man

a cardinal, yes,

do not explain
			or make excuses
when you cannot describe
						that I am fluid
like Ding Darling streams
			
milky orange
and all home
and brittle teeth
			
cardamom bob
and jasmine limbs
						
head a mess
of dragonflies
				
and higurashi
		
a summer buzz
			
between the palms
i am an orchid mantis:
half girl
half flower
half more
i am hard to keep
and harder 		

still

to recall
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PW&S
KAITLYN SHIREY
the coal and the coal and the smoke
from the coal black sheets on the line the
coal and the coal chute roaring the coal
falling off the Piss Whistle & Shit as it
chews past the house black steam from
the shaft black sounds and silver words
Pittsburgh Westmoreland & Somerset
the coal in the stove baking the bread
the coal in the cold fingers black from
the coal the fire as the coal hits the cold
the coal dust on faces dusted clothes the
dust in the lungs and the black and the
black in the lungs and the slope the cars
pulled by mules and the black scream of
dynamite and the fuse hisses black and
the mine roars back and the black black
silence
legs limp and
twisted
between rocks forever kinked
dust clogs the air and the veins and the
heart pumps the dust and the heart
pumps the dust and the blood runs black
as the coal and the coal black night of the
mine and the night of Wilpen and
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dark Fort Palmer and the searing awful
day at the end of the shift
the sun
heaving over the slag like God’s white
arm sweeping over filthy black heads
heaven is too bright
eyes squint and there’s coal in the wrinkles dust in the bucket and coal in the
car gobs in the bucket and cabbage at
home and the coal in the stove and the
cold draft in the house but coal in the
hearth draft in the mine and coal dust
in the cold air full of dust and hope not
the gas and the coal and the coal and the
bird fainting fast from the gas they don’t
smell
in Mammoth 1891 the fire boss dies
among the rest among the coal among the
men DEATH LURKS IN THE DEPTHS
more than a hundred-ten lives snuffed
out in January caught in black vapor
pouring out from the shaft mangled
burnt buried together near the tracks

Battled Feet
IRIS MARZOLF
I lace them up.
Bind these elegantly arched swan necks
		
With soft choking ribbon.
I will not cry.
Lick the sweet tears of a wistful wound
		
Hidden beneath pearly pink satin.
My feet are a garden
Flowering with purple blooms and rosy circlets
		
More delicate than glass
Or fine white feathers
Floating ethereal as bleeding wings,
		
Blots of cream swinging through lavender blue.
I ache to take flight.
Turn sores into scars.
		
Fill the hurt in my cavity heart.
I pray to the heavens.
Hold me up. Please.
		Be good to me.
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For You
AHMIR ALLEN
I would like to give you:
dreams for your downtime,
a steady grip, clear vision,
a calendar in which
the only holiday is your birthday,
a vast constellation, a livable planet
in the distance covered in dust, undiscovered,
a playground, faint music echoing
from who-knows-where,
gentle strings, a steady rhythm,
soft humming if you listen closely.
A bed that strikes away every ache
and bad memory, enough pillows to drown
or disappear, all the cool nighttime breezes
in the whole world to carry you.
The sky when it thunderstorms,
the heavy clouds in the morning,
a botanical garden all to yourself,
a little more time, a brand new Spring
not too far on the horizon, so many bright flowers.
All of the warmth and light that the sun could shine
all over the world since you last saw me.
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Prose

Whole Foods and
the IGA Or, a Tale of
Two Cities
MADISON KROB

As science has proven, there is a direct correlation between where you buy

your groceries and how what kind of person you are.
In rural Ohio, we shopped at the IGA, a tiny market along the backroads of
our village. A dilapidated red and white sign towered over farmlands, the flickering
light of the burnt-out fluorescents casting strobes over fields and red-roofed barns.
The front of our store was just as battered, covering up chips in the paint with
lost dog signs and for-sale tractor posters. Inside, we ran down aisles of off-brand
foods and dusty cans of soda. The bakery in the back had one case, normally filled
with moldy chocolate chip cookies and sad-looking birthday cakes. The deli sold the
same tuna salad for the past three months, but we ignored it. We’d grab our groceries, homegrown and made in the USA. Some lady, probably named Sue, would be
checking us out, sporting a smoker’s cough and a smile.
IGA was the All-American shopping center down to the brown paper bags
and beef jerky.
So, when the town decided to build a Whole Foods downtown, most of the
population went into a frenzy. It was weird. It was new. It was the damn liberals
bringing in their new-age hippy garbage.
As we skipped inside to buy stale pepperoni rolls, the old men hunched on
the broken, faded bench outside grumbled. Taking drags on cigarettes and gossip,
they’d greet each customer walking into the IGA with a, “Have you heard about the
new store?” They’d pause, disinterested in the response they got, and instead
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snarled, low and heavy, “Millennials, I’d tell ‘ya.”
Months passed and bricks were laid along bulldozed areas of old parks and
hot dog shops. Soon enough, the Whole Foods sign was plastered on the front of
the building: a signal for anyone with a taste in indie music and a pair of canvas
shoes to visit. For most of the IGA-ers, it was as if someone had blatantly disrespected their culture. Organic foods? And a paved parking lot?
In the beginning, the old men avoided the entire area of town. For now, they
would deal with the wilting lettuce as long as they didn’t compromise their values.
They’d ignore the girl-scouts in front of our IGA and waltz inside, spurting talk
about the new grocery store. The customers blamed most current political issues on
the new market. They talked of big corporation. They talked about white genocide.
They talked about guns and the new flavor of Mountain Dew. Sue would smile.
At a certain point, they realized they couldn’t ignore it forever. Old minds became more curious as time went on. Their Americana supremacy dwindled – and
the cases of Bud Light were no longer on sale at the IGA. They’d make a silent vow
to infiltrate the alien store, just once, and get to the bottom of their anti-conservative agenda. After all, they were selling imported alcohol. And that just wasn’t right.
Being on the outside, we only saw the sloppiness of proposed gentrification.
The Whole Fooders stuck up their noses at the hand-me-downs of the IGA-ers,
while the original grocery store goers claimed idiocrasy of the other side, glaring at
screens of propaganda. Anger bubbled up underneath crumbling ceilings of the old
bar towns, on top of yoga mats behind glass walls.
One morning, as we strolled across the crumbled asphalt of the IGA parking lot, we noticed a significant lack of old white men in front of our grocery store.
Once inside, we saw pseudo-Sue chewing on a powdered donut, flipping through
the newspaper with long, yellowed fingernails.
“They went to that Whole Foods place,” she mumbled, “Said somethin’ about
a secret mission.”
When we returned for groceries the next week, the old men slumped against
the bench, their eyes sunken and worn as if they had been in battle. We tried to
sneak past, but they stopped us, retelling their adventure between spits of tobacco
into old pop bottles.
It was worse than they could imagine. Alternative Tibetan Bowl music rang
ominously from the parking lot, recyclable tote bags waving in surrender at the
doors. Mountain bikes cluttered the entrance. Inside was just as terrifying – indus-
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trialized ceilings and concrete floors were ‘rustic.’ The bricked walls were ‘art revalidations.’ The holistic healers posed at the front of the store talked of grape cleanses
and essential oils.
“Would you be interested in a homemade tea blend, sir?”
Their nightmare had come to life.
Tahini and quinoa lined the aisles. One of the shelves, entirely stocked with
kale and Pabst Blue Ribbon. Free-range goat cheese and vegan strip steak beckoned from glass cases. Jars of peanut butter ran up 72 dollars. Zombies lumbered
down the walkway, assuring that they were spiritual, not religious. Children cried as
all-natural no dairy baby formula was crammed down their throats with designer
wooden spoons. Tall men in flannels and oxfords texted on typewriters, and used
beard oil in the checkout line. Those old men thought they were rumors; they didn’t
know.
They didn’t know.
The IGA-ers got out before they asked them to try their cold brew coffee or
sample their artisanal pickles. Some weren’t so lucky, abandoning their ball caps for
panama hats and wool scarves. As they rang up pretentious cheeses and craft beer,
the men ran back to their trucks and hid inside the comfort of American leather.
The destruction of the small town started with those closest to them. Eventually, the
ones they’d loved had been taken captive by the monster of pompous products, by
recycling and eco-centrism.
Bottles of beer matched bottles of freshly squeezed pomegranate juice, calloused hands and manicured nails pointing at each other for an answer. An inherent hatred boiled within both groups, whether it be through gluten-free diets or
mass production of processed foods.
I watched my town be torn apart by where we bought paper towels.
Once they were back, the men sat outside the IGA on that crooked wooden bench, looking across the street at the neighbors bringing their succulents and
gourmet soy-chorizo inside. Those old men grumbled, citing that the blister of society had erupted on their patriotic town. “Not even real meat,” they muttered. “Haven’t got a clue what real work is,” they whined. As the “Whole Food folk” talked
of natural remedies and coconut oil, the IGA-ers sipped on black coffee and talked
of change. They protested against GMOs and the old men stayed in their place,
scratching off old lottery tickets. And in December, as the IGA would be shut down
for health code violations, they would starve in their homes, away from a world
changing too fast for them.
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In defense of the
dirty potato
KAITLYN SHIREY

My great-grandpap used to clean the mud and cow shit from his boot with

his pocketknife and then use it to peel an apple, without even wiping the blade on
his jeans. He is universally described as “a tough old cob,” who walked with a limp
and exhibited a horrible disposition in the winter because of the steel bar in his leg.
(He had been run over by his own tractor years before.) “You got to eat a peck of
dirk a year,” he told my dad, “to stay healthy.”
Baked potatoes are the only way to really eat dirt around here. Sure, you
could get a handful from the lawn, or even the park if you’re afraid of city dirt or
city chemicals or city folk, but eating dirt alone really isn’t the point.
It’s washing a potato while you’re checking on the roast and letting the granules in the eyes slip past you. Really, you shouldn’t wash your potatoes so much as
rinse them. Put your scrub brushes down. Then they bake—you have to figure that
anything harmful probably dies in the heat—and you eat them, the whole thing,
skin and all. You could add a little cheese, shredded or melted, and bacon bits, storebought or fresh… I could write a dissertation about potatoes, but this is about dirt.
So you could eat the starchy inside first and then the skins, or take a whole half
of the spud in your hand and enjoy them together. In fact, I’m not too shy to stuff
some toppings in there and treating two halves of a baked potato like the bread of
a sandwich, if I’m hungry enough. The nutrients are all in the skin, you know. And
you get that faint earthy taste with it, that tinge of dirt in your mouth.
You might think assumes beets are the same but they lose all their dirt when
you boil the tough skins off. If you want to eat dirty vegetables you’ve got to go for
your radishes, maybe carrots, onions, some kohlrabi, fresh pea pods, even squash
and cukes can have some on them. Strawberries and other low plants do the trick
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too. I recommend growing them all together in one garden, if you’ve got the space.
Strawberries on the edge, the root vegetables in rows together, the kohlrabi in the
center, then the pea pods and squash. Then you can just swing by every day in the
summer, pick what’s ripe for supper or grab a snack while you’re walking the dog or
mowing the lawn. If you don’t have a garden plot handy or you’re feeling thrifty, you
could just drop whatever you’re eating into the grass. Just brush off any large chunks
of dirt for appetite’s sake and down it. Even a little dirt is better than none.
Those germs in the dirt are in such small amounts, it’s like a vaccine—you’re
only helping yourself; like eating local honey to help with allergies, ingesting some
of the place you live in. Granted, you may want to aim for your backyard veggies
or a trusted local farmer but honestly any dirty potato is worth your time, and you
better believe that dirt is so much better for your body than the chemicals and waxes that make other produce shiny and perfect looking. Supermarkets would feed us
plastic if they thought we wouldn’t notice. And sometimes I worry that those who’ve
never relished a dirty potato would not.
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Déjà Vu
SKYLAR HOUCK
“I don’t know whether this world has a meaning that transcends it. But I know that I
cannot know that meaning and that it is impossible for me just now to know it.”
-Albert Camus, The Myth of Sisyphus

They had seen galaxies destroy themselves. They had seen those exact

galaxies emerge from the dust of remains like phoenixes, only to repeat precisely
the same motions until self-destruction erupted once more. They would observe
this cycle for eternity - the same actions, same effects, same failures, same triumphs,
same people. Because they had existed since the beginning of life, they could not
recall a time when this cycle of rebirth and self-destruction was not in motion.
They, of course, were an amalgamation of existence itself - every idea,
thought, feeling, emotion, fact, and conversation along with thousands more alien
expressions of the mind - collected in such a way that they were a single being who
knew and felt everything that all creatures in the universe could possibly know or
feel.
If there had been a period when the universe had not existed, they did not
know. For them it seemed infinite and ever progressing - not linearly, but in a cycle.
Due to this seeming infiniteness of the universe, it was suggested that they would
see the same pattern of existence continue an infinite amount of times.
Simply put, their awareness of the never-ending cycle of the life made things
quite boring and they often wondered what the point of it all was. Still, they continued existing and trying to counteract the weight of such feelings. Neither possessing
a body nor specific period of time to inhabit, they took interest in observing lifeforms across time and space. This served as a form of self-reflection comparable
to people studying their own faces and bodies in mirrors for no particular reason
other than to become more aware of who they are and what they look like.
They searched within for something somewhere that appealed to them.
History repeats itself, a wrinkled old man was observed thinking in the year
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500 as he watched soldiers returning from battle.
History repeats itself, thought an old woman exactly 1,500 years later as she
watched the news of soldiers returning from battle.
“History? Repeat?” questioned a being on a planet billions of light years away
from Earth as this strange thought found its way into its head.
For the most part, they found this particular connection to be rather sad,
but also enjoyable, angering, confusing, humorous, important, unimportant and a
multitude of other things. Occurring in such a complex way - made up of not only
connections but also contradictions of thoughts and feelings - they realized that it
was possible to be constantly at war with theirself. Though instead, they felt a massive sense of understanding and maintained a constant state of equilibrium. They
believed that they were content.
Nobody except for them was able to piece together patterns and cycles in the
universe in a way that could be understood. This was largely because every other being existed for a very short period of time and did not exist for an immensely longer
period of time. They did not know why this was important. Perhaps it was not. They
liked to believe it was.
Next, they latched onto the image of a teenager walking to work. They
watched as he sipped a can of Coke, eyes staring blankly ahead at nothing, while he
thought about the depth of his unhappiness. I just need to work hard now, and then
I’ll be happy when I’m older, he thought. They knew that this was not true. He would
never be as happy as he pictured himself. In fact, he was happiest when he pictured
how happy he would someday be.
Eyes drifting, the teenager stumbled over an uneven patch of concrete on the
sidewalk. He had stumbled over this same patch of concrete at this exact moment an
infinite amount of times before and will do it an infinite amount of times after this.
Naturally, the teenager was not aware of that. Though, if he were, he would understandably be quite terrified, for he did not find his life to be one worth repeating.
“Déjà vu,” he mumbled to himself.
They studied this feeling of familiarity. This type of brief consciousness was
nothing new, but nonetheless it was puzzling. It produced a feeling of being aware of
theirself that could not be explained, despite them knowing everything anyone has
ever known. Often they became obsessed with contemplating an answer for it.
“How did I come to be?” they questioned. “For what purpose? Should I even
be here? Am I in a cycle with somebody else observing me?”
As they have done before and will do again, they resolved to try not thinking
about such inexplicable questions and to continue simply existing.
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The Treachery of
Images
CLAIRE RHODE

Part One: Araginee

I was sixteen when I started smoking, the first step on my road to self-destruction. It was three in the afternoon, or maybe four. I was too tired by then to
be able to see the numbers on my phone, after working for sixteen hours with no
break. A camera lens broke, and they sent me out in the cold and unforgiving New
York evening. It was a catastrophe that was my miracle, and an undoing of sorts.
Outside, the sun beat down, revealing the seven girls attempting to hide in a
cloud of smoke. They were bright flashes against the grey concrete, fading girls in
a city that consumed. The smoke was acrid, a sharp stench that I would soon come
to associate with the city. New York was a place built of grey, a gentle blending from
the sidewalks to the sky. The steel darkness of the concrete turned gracefully into
the softness of the sky, the color that was left when the rain leeched all the beauty
away. I was not yet used to the bouquet of smoke and ashes that made up the city,
the orange embers at every street corner.
“Try one,” Ashley said, beckoning me over. Of Ashley I could say that she was
thin, impossibly so, and that she would not work forever. I could say that about any
of the models I knew, or about myself.
I started to protest, to say that I did not and could not smoke, but before the
words were even fully formed she put a cigarette between my lips, her fingers lingering there for a second.
“Just breathe,” she said, and I did. Eventually you find an upside in everything, even those that kill you. A ray of sunshine broke through the clouds above, a
stretch of blue amongst the greyness.
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Part Two: Constellation Mobile

I began lying in earnest when I was eighteen, perhaps a bit behind the curve.
It may have been that I was lying all along, but I only noticed the lies when I grew
up and they grew with me. I was in Paris at night, the Eiffel Tower touching the
stars. I was not alone, but the girl next to me felt as intangible as the smoke that
drifted from her mouth.
Ashley was gone, lost in a haze of alcohol and her own misery. The girl next
to me was named Jess, but was herself in little more than name, no longer resembling the tall brunette who had left Michigan a few years before. She was strung out
in a way that was only attractive to someone equally as broken. For her, I was that
someone.
“They call Paris the city of lights,” Jess told me. Her voice was light, airy, floating almost as high as she did. “You outshine them all.”
She leaned over and kissed me. You are my moon and stars, I thought. I wanted both to be older and to appear younger in that moment, two teenagers kissing in
what is meant to be the most romantic city in the world.
Jess overdosed three days later.
My publicist was in the same hotel as the two of us, and had been politely
pretending not to notice that I spent more time in Jess’ room learning the shape of
her body than I did in my own room. He was with me when we found out, and it
was him who shielded me from the cameras outside. The paparazzi screamed for
me, asking where I was when she died and if I had loved her. I shut my eyes to them
and stumbled on the concrete. I couldn’t answer any of their questions, not because
I didn’t know the answers, but because I didn’t believe the words that I would say.

Part Three: Rearing Stallion

The studio was entirely white, the bright lights throwing everything away
from them into shadow. This studio was more my home than the studio apartment I
went back to every night.
“Be there in five,” Jane said. She was a phenomenal photographer, a favorite of
many of the models. She found beauty in the ashes of a girl.
I was on time, maybe even early. Jane was the only one I would ever do that
for. I wanted to be long past caring what others thought of me. She took one picture,
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two, three. She tapped the camera and said, “Can you change, darling?”
Another assistant came over, handed me a headdress covered in feathers. I
took it, breathing in the scent of plastic. The feathers were soft against my hands,
tickling my nose as I held it close.
“A war bonnet,” Jane said. The light formed a halo over her, a golden shine
over her jet black ponytail. The lights were set for me, not her. “Isn’t it beautiful?”
I felt sick, my stomach rolling in the same way it did when I first breathed in
the sweet smoke of marijuana. I could not wear that. I shook my head. I could not
wear that.
Silence. The assistant took a step back. The makeup girl covered her mouth,
which formed a hollow ‘O’. The room seemed emptier, as though the air had left
with my action.
“Put it on.” I never remembered doing so, but somehow I was wearing it. I
was no longer in control. I existed for the pleasure of others.
A single white feather drifted down before my eyes. I closed them, letting it
fall.

Part Four: Two Spheres Within a Sphere

After years of living out of a suitcase, I owned very little. As a result, my half
of my apartment was spotless. The other half was Lily’s, and it was filled with mismatched furniture, a plaid couch next to short purple stools. She had bright orange
bedsheets and always wore a long green t-shirt to bed. It was organized chaos, an
explosion of normalcy.
Lily was the reason I started running, early mornings in a silent city, the
city that never sleeps quiet at last. I learned her then, in the grey light that shone
through the clouds. We kept pace together, and I kept my eyes on her orange ponytail, a bright spot of light in the dim morning.
I wasn’t in love with Lily, not then, but I could have been. When Lily looked
into my eyes she saw not the girl but instead Les Demoiselles d’Avignon. In her I saw
Chevaux en bord de mer. Lily was my future. She was my after. I had found my star,
and she was closer than even the Eiffel Tower could reach.
She wrapped her arms around me, holding me tight, and whispered “Run.
Run until you can’t think anymore. It’s in the moments afterward that you’ll be
okay.”
And I was.
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Waning
CARSYN SMITH

My eyes open before the alarm sounds. Staring at the shadowed expanse of

my ceiling, I squint my eyes at the flower decals I had slapped up there. This is the
favorite part of my day: going to bed and waking up, imaging those vines and petals
swaying above as if I am laying at the bottom of a pool. You’d think I would’ve had
enough of pools and water, but you’re wrong. If I could spend my life floating in a
pool, I would. It’s the swimming that kills me.
The screen of my phone always lights up before the sound starts. It’s a split
second, but it always catches me off guard. When that god-awful chirping starts this
morning, like it does every morning, I flail in my bed as if I’d just been shocked, like
I do every morning. Swim Practice screams the blue screen under the bright white
numbers of the time: 5:30AM.
With a heavy grunt I pull off the comforter and sheets and let the chilly December air cling to my skin. As routine, I reluctantly peel off my pajamas, quickly
shimmy on my one-piece swimsuit, and pull the sweats I set aside over my head and
up my legs. The cotton lining in my sweats is still cold from lying on the desk beside
my bed all night long, but I push through.
I shove my usual breakfast down the hatch, sitting alone at the counter of my
kitchen island. Sometimes I turn the lights on downstairs while I get ready, other
times I just sit in the dark and scarf down my cereal. It always feels like a dream,
eating in the dark, when everything still clings to memories of sleep and the only
sounds are the slight rattling of our beaten up heater and the cars skimming the
rumble strips on the highway behind the house.
I scoop up my two lunchboxes, one for my second breakfast and the other for
my lunch later on, swing my backpack over one shoulder and hoist my swim bag
over the other until I am weighed down like some ass. 5:48am, I’m running behind,
but it wasn’t like there was much traffic this early in the morning, anyway.
I arrive at my high school shortly before six o’clock. Under the cover of the
stars, I meander through the lamp-lit parking lot until I find the side door leading
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directly to the locker rooms. There I strip off my warm sweats and pull my hair up
into a bun so I could smack on the silicone deathtrap for my hair.
Practice ends around 7:30am, about twenty minutes before the first bell. It
gives enough time to jack up on the carbs I packed in my first lunchbox and head
straight to my first class: geometry. I wish my assigned seat was by the window, but I
lost that privilege after a daydream lasted a moment too long. Through the window,
the sun skims the tree line in the distance, glowing and emanating heat no doubt.
I shiver and pull my hoodie tighter down my sleeves. The water still dripping from
my soaked bun reeked of chlorine, but I’ve accepted my new perfume; I don’t even
smell it anymore.
Someone says my name, but my name is like so many others’ so sometimes it
takes a few calls before you get to me. This time it only takes two times and the sight
of twenty pairs of eyes staring at me. I can’t give my teacher the degree of the angle
found between points A, B, and C, so he closes the shutters and flicks on another
set of lights to replace the loss. I stop noticing the hour of the day, and focus on the
minute hand. How many more minutes until the bell? is the constant question.
By the time the final bell rings, the sun is beginning to fall from its seat in the
sky. The grey walls and floors of the school are washed in a warm orange glow that
flooded in from the glass doors. I watch students cast long shadows as they rush to
their cars and buses, shielding their eyes from the rays of the setting sun.
They’ve counting down the days until Christmas break. I’ve counted down
the days too, but for a different reason. December 21st, the darkest day of the year,
the shortest and the quickest day. It’s the turning-point day, the solstice, when the
days start to get longer. Today is the technical first day of winter, although there has
yet to be a decent snowfall.
Spring is coming. Flowers and bees, shorts and pastel colored shirts that make every
class look like a basket of Easter eggs. After today, the sun will be in the sky two
minutes longer, and two more minutes the day after that, and two more after that
until the sun set at 4:45PM today, turns into the long warm day where the sun sets
at 9:00PM.
I steal one last glance at my fellow students, the setting sun and the light
show it has put on for us. I dip into the locker room; no windows, the constant hum
of the lightbulbs, the dripping of the broken sink and shower heads. This is my cave,
and I am the hibernating thing within.
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Oil Spill
STEPHANIE RAMSER

The first time I saw the bruises on his hips was when he raised his arms to

stretch in front of the open fridge in my apartment and the hem of his shirt came
up too far. I didn’t know how to broach the subject. I remember sliding up behind
him so close that I could feel the warmth radiating from his skin, fascinated with
the splotching of red-blue and the purple-green and the way the artificial light made
them seem to glow. I’d seen bruises before, but never like this. The colors reminded
me of oil in puddles because of the way they melted from one shade of bruise to the
next, and dripped down places under his clothes and out of my view.
I never bruised, not even when I was still playing volleyball and all the other
girls on my team had pale brown and purple circles beaten into their arms. Bruises
never showed up well on my dark skin. Maybe I’d never been hit hard enough.
I pulled his back close to me when he was done stretching and allowed my
hands to rest against the flat of his stomach. The fridge chilled my fingertips a little,
so I pressed into him harder for warmth. K was surprised by the sudden hug and
jumped a little, but I knew he could never push me away. I took advantage of this
fact and refused to let him go for a while.
The first time K came to me for help, I knew he was in deep. He showed up
in front of my apartment with a torn shirt, the stench of alcohol on him, and a deep
cut over his left eye. My dad was at work—he was always at work—so I let K inside
before any of my neighbors had the chance to see him.
I figured he couldn’t have come from far without somebody seeing him on
the street and possibly reporting him as a scraggly gang member. Not that the assumption would be wrong. His house was only a few blocks away and I tried to
come up with a list of his friends that lived nearby in my head, needing to come up
with places he might have been to get hurt like this.
“What happened?”
“Don’t tell anyone, Wieck,” he told me in a tone I couldn’t answer. It looked
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like he was trying to wink at me, but he was probably just trying to keep the blood
out of his eye. The blood on his face was still bright red, dripping trails down his
neck and staining his shirt brown. I watched his body tense, then unwind as he
looked down at me. “I got in a fight.”
I had seen him after fights before, but never this bad. Usually he’d only get off
with bruises on his knuckles and maybe a black eye. I tried to check his hands but
couldn’t see signs of bruising there. If anything it looked like he had been mugged.
I wanted to argue with him, to tell him to go report whoever did this to him,
but I couldn’t. Instead, I led him to my bathroom and made him wait while I dug
out one of my dad’s old t-shirts from my dresser.
When I got back to the bathroom K was sitting on the closed toilet seat and
had his feet pulled as close to the base of the toilet as possible to allow me room to
stand by the sink.
“Take off your shirt,” I told him.
He did. He crossed his arms and pulled it off of his body with some difficulty
because it stuck to his skin with a combination of blood and something else. The
smell of alcohol in such a small space was almost nauseating.
He let out a shuddering whine when the dark tattered fabric unstuck itself
from his skin. I took it from him and dropped it in my sink and let the tap run a few
seconds so I could rinse his blood from my fingers. The porcelain turned pink from
the thinning blood
With his shirt out of the way, I was left to look at the wreck of his chest.
Everything from his neck down was at least a deep red, but there were some
places where the red bled into ripe eggplant purple, to black at the worst. I could
make out some places where it looked like clear fist marks on his ribs; those were
already fresh purple. It was a miracle he was still breathing evenly with so much
bruising.
It looked like a grill fork had been raked across his stomach, and I crouched
down level with the twin gashes where his skin had split and opened up like two
screaming toothless mouths.
I tried to meet K’s eyes, but he looked away intently. He was biting his lip, and
I was worried he’d make that bleed too.
K let out a low gargle of pain when I wiped up the dried blood with a damp
rag, but he refused to even look at me. I almost asked why he hadn’t gone straight to
a doctor, but I didn’t want to push him away. We had been friends since my dad and
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I moved here when I was five, and I was scared of what might happen if he stopped
coming to me for things. I was scared of him being alone.
I patched him up the best I could with butterfly closures and nearly all the
gauze from a full first aid kit and gave him one of my dad’s old shirt to cover up
with. He thanked me, and I let him come sit in the living room with me after raiding the fridge for leftover bread knots. I made him hold a frozen can of orange juice
wrapped in a damp towel over his split eyebrow. He complained until I made him
tea.
“Hey, K,” I asked when I walked him to the door. I wanted him to stay longer,
but I didn’t want my dad to come home and ask too many questions about the state
of K’s face.
“Yeah?” he looked a little startled, as if my voice had brought him back from
something.
“You’ll tell me if you need anything, right?”
“Of course Wieck,” he sounded too calculated to me. K gave me a hug before
he left, thanked me again and apologized for getting into a fight. He promised it
wouldn’t happen again.
It happened again. I didn’t ask him for the truth the next time. Or the next.
Or the time after that. He pretended everything was an accident, and I pretended I
didn’t notice the way his body shook whenever I touched him.
It became our thing.
On the good days, K usually came over after school, after his detentions, but
while my dad was still at work. We’d talk about homework and family, and he’d tell
me about the latest crazy thing his sisters had done when his mom was out. These
usually lasted long enough that once his last set of bruises faded I could almost relax and hope that the accidents were over this time.
But inevitably, there’d always be a bad day again, always as soon as things seemed
better. On those days he came with fresh bruises and sometimes cuts, and I’d clean
him up. Sometimes I’d make him a sandwich and lemonade if it was early enough in
the day and we’d sit on the couch and watch some trashy television until he had to
leave.
One night he woke me up by drumming his fingertips against my window. At
first I rolled over and put a pillow over my head, but when it didn’t stop I sat up and
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saw his grim face lit in my window. He’d climbed the fire escape to come to me.
I flipped on my lamp and unhooked the lock at the top of my window and,
kneeling on my bed, shimmied it up as quietly as possible.
“Were you having a nice dream?” K asked. He was grinning despite a split lip.
I shook my head and reached through the open window to press my knuckles
against his forehead. He felt cold. “You don’t look like you were sleeping.”
He ran his hand over the back of mine and gave it a squeeze. Without needing to say anything I backed up on my bed and he climbed in, legs first. He slumped
over the edge of the bed, letting his back rest against the wall for a moment while he
caught his breath.
“Do I need to look?” I gestured towards him and he shook his head.
“Nah, just some bruising. Could use some water though,” he shrugged and
almost immediately winced.
“Close the window and I’ll be back,” I told him. He nodded, and I turned off
my lamp before leaving my room, navigating the space from memory. I went as
quietly as I could to the kitchen, passing my dad asleep in front of the TV. I filled a
glass with water from the pitcher in the fridge and slunk back to my room with it.
K turned my lamp back on when the door was closed and I passed him the
glass. He drank deeply, draining the glass in under thirty seconds. I watched him
put the glass down on my nightstand and thank me.
I was really starting to hate this thank yous. He always thanked me and
hugged me before he left, and when I hugged him back I made sure to position my
arms in a way that I wouldn’t press against any bruises or bandages. It usually left
me contorted, squeezing under his armpits with my elbows and barely resting my
hands on his shoulders.
“Do you need to stay here for the night?” I asked him. “You can sleep here.”
K nodded demurely. “I’d like that.”
I let him kick off his shoes and get comfortable under the covers before I slid
back in beside him. The twin sized was small for the two of us, so I laid on my side
to give him more space. He was warmer now, but still breathing unevenly.
“I’m worried, K,” I told him in the safety of the dark. For a long moment
there was no response from him other than his labored breathing, then he pulled
me to him in a hug.
“I’ll be okay,” he told me. I let my head lie against his chest and bit my lip, trying to hold back tears. I wanted to believe him. He let out a groan from my weight
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against him, so I readjusted, immediately ashamed that I’d been careless. I thought
about the time I made the mistake of putting my hand on a cut once, and the sound
he had made broke my heart. I didn’t ever want to be the reason he sounded so hurt
again.
One day I went over to K’s house when he wasn’t there to try and find out
something since he wasn’t giving me any answers. Usually when I went to K’s house
I was invited to stay for a meal or tea by him, his mother if she was there, and his
sisters. Because I knew K wasn’t going to be around I stopped by his house with a
box of hot chocolate for his older sister. She was babysitting their youngest sibling
while the rest of the family was visiting an aunt for dinner.
We were friends, but she and I had never been as close as K and I were because she was four years older than me. Whenever K was acting weird over a girl or
about an argument that had happened at home, she was always the one to tell me
about it so I could find a way to cheer him up and to stop him from sulking. But
now he wasn’t exactly sulking, he was slinking around and outright avoiding people
when he could.
Tammy and I sat down together over hot chocolate in their cluttered kitchen
after she laid the baby down for a nap. Their kitchen always smelled like spices and
fresh bread. The only thing out of the ordinary was the lack of commotion from the
large family.
His family was all smiles and sugar when I was there, but the happiness
seemed forced to me. Maybe I was being paranoid. Sometimes I thought they
laughed too much, even at jokes that weren’t funny. I was always on the lookout for
bruises. I never saw anything visible on anyone besides K, and nobody ever hesitated to give me a rough two-armed hug. I didn’t see anyone move as carefully as K
did. Despite all this, something felt wrong. Now with just Tam and me, there was no
need for commotion and we could carry on a calm conversation.
“How’ve things been lately Tam?” I asked over the rim of my cup, watching
her round freckled face for any sign something was wrong.
She shrugged and carried on a vague conversation about how hard college
applications were. I did my best to nod and add questions now and then, but it was
hard to be invested in the subject with something else on my mind. Eventually, she
ran out of things to say and we were both silent.
There was a tenseness to the air, and I couldn’t dance around the subject any
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longer. “Do you know why K’s been getting into so many fights lately?”
I watched the blood drain from her face. Tammy sucked in her lips so they
were a harsh straight line. “I don’t know.”
“Are you sure?” I pressed. “I’ve just been worried about him lately and was
wondering if you knew anything.”
A blonde curl came loose from her braid as she ran her fingers through her
bangs to push them out of her face. For a moment I could have sworn I saw guilt
flash across her face.
I knew she had to have seen something with the amount of times he’d come
around to me with bruises on his face. If he was hurt, he shouldn’t hide it from
them. Some things were impossible to hide. He should go to an actual doctor. I
couldn’t think of anything to keep him from doing that, unless his family was really
tight on money, or unless the threat was something close to them.
My heartbeat picked up and I wiped my sweating palms against my jeans under the table. “Was it something that happened here?”
Tammy stood up and pointed a finger at the doorway. “Please leave.”
I couldn’t remember ever being excluded from a secret about K, so I took a
breath and tried again, trying to put every ounce of my care and concern into my
voice. “I’m worr—”
“Leave,” her voice was high pitched but quiet, like a stretched out rubber band
on the verge of snapping in half. Her lips pressed to a tight line, like she was trying
not to cry, trying not to let her voice shake.
I could relate to the guilt on her face. My heart felt tight and it was getting
harder to breathe. I couldn’t think of anything to say, so I stood up and let her walk
me to their front door. When I turned to apologize, she shut the door in my face.
She was never this curt with me, and it felt like a slap in the face, but I couldn’t be
upset with her for how she reacted. The whole situation felt so deeply wrong to me. I
didn’t see their father a lot because he worked weird hours. No matter how I turned
it in my head, the only conclusion I could come to was that their father was doing
these things.
I couldn’t do anything about the situation to help unless K admitted what was
happening to me. I wished he’d just tell me so I could go to the police or something,
to get him out of that house and away from the abuse I knew was wearing on him.
It was wearing on me too. After cleaning his blood up so many times it was
getting hard to make my hands feel clean again no matter how many times I washed
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them. His pain was my fault because I couldn’t say anything to make it stop.
“You need a doctor K,” I told him one day when he showed up with deep
gashes on his back. It was bad enough that he could have used stitches. It looked
like he’d been cut by the head of a belt by the way square bruises framed the thin
gashes. I knew things were getting past the point where I could help. He’d bled
through his jacket and three layers of shirts on his way here, and I was worried he’d
lose enough blood to pass out next time this happened.
“You can’t tell anyone, Wieck, please. I’ll be fine,” he told me, and grunted
when my hand slipped on his blood and caused me to press the rag against his back
harder than I normally would have. “Fuck, Wieck. That hurt.”
I pressed down harder. I shook when I heard the dragged out groan from the
pain I caused him. Maybe I could finally help him if I had a confession. If he ever
passed out before getting to me, I couldn’t help him at all, and the thought terrified
me.
“That hurt,” he repeated. There was something new in his voice that I hadn’t
heard before. It sounded like the fear I’d heard in Tammy’s voice when we had been
in the kitchen together. K sounded fragile. He never complained when I cleaned
and bandaged him, he always grit his teeth through it.
I went against all better judgments I had and pressed even harder against the
gashes on his back. “I need to get this clean,” I tried to keep my voice from shaking,
but my hands shook instead. It felt like if I could keep pressing into the wound a little harder, just a little longer, that I could get him to admit that this was happening
at home.
But what if he hated me for telling on him? He seemed determined to deal
with this on his own. Doubt slipped into my hands, making them tremble. If I made
a false accusation and this kept happening, he might not trust me to help him again.
I didn’t want to lose him.
He groaned again and my will shattered. I eased up the pressure from his
back. I’d have to stay quiet just to make sure somebody would take care of him, even
if that only somebody was me. Causing K pain wasn’t worth an answer.
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The Bad Ones
ANNISTON BIERI

It’s a cloudy day at Angel Bay, New Jersey, we’ll have rain showers throughout

the night followed by a hot, sunny morning. I turn the radio off. The car eases onto a
dirt clearing chewed from the road. Mom doesn’t park; her toe presses the break. A
sand colored building sits flanked with pine trees, its face only a raised garage door.
Inside, a man looks up from the squished nose of a yellow Volkswagen, rubs his
hands onto his shirt, and tosses his cigarette into a pan.
I open the door and stand, “Bye, mom.”
She stares straight through the windshield, “Enjoy your summer.”
My feet shuffle in the dirt. “Okay.” I close the door and pull my suitcase from
the trunk.
The man edges out from the garage with a hand raised, looking at mom.
“How’s it going, Jess?” She silently drives away; gentle blooms of dust follow the
tires. We both watch her drive onto the narrow road between pine woods and cliff
that overlooks the bay until the car disappears around the ridge. “So,” the man finally says, “you’re Charlotte? I’m Anthony.”
Uncle Anthony is younger than I thought he’d be, maybe thirty, and he’s
handsome in that scruffy way, like someone who dates people who want to fix him.
He’s tall and slim, his hair is messy, and his Adam’s apple pokes out under an unshaven jaw.
“I just go by Charlie.”
“That’s cute,” he says, “So how old are you now? Thirteen? Fourteen?”
“I’m eighteen.”
“Oh,” He folds his arms, “You going to school?”
“I don’t think so.”
“Yeah, wasn’t for me either. Uh, here,” he dips forward and takes my bag. “I’ll take
this in for you.”
“Thanks,” I say, following him into the house.
Anthony skirts between the Volkswagen and a brown pick-up to the back
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wall. There’s a loft directly above, but no stairs, only ladder rungs sticking out of the
concrete wall. Beside that is a door which Anthony holds open for me. There’s a bed
in the corner, a dresser, a tiny rack on the wall filled with empty hangers, and pine
needles pressed against the window. “Here’s your room. It’s not great but you’ve got
privacy. You can stay in my bed upstairs if you want though.”
“This works,” I say. “Thank you.”
Anthony sits my bag on top of the dresser. “I mopped in here and took the
sheets and stuff to the laundromat the other day so those’re still in a basket upstairs.”
He turns, “So, uh, did you eat dinner yet?”
“No.”
He scratches his jaw, “Uh, I don’t have much food here but I can order a pizza. Is that okay?”
“Yeah, that’s fine.”
“Cool, I’ll go do that and you can look around or fix up your room if you
want,” he leaves, lightly closing the door behind him.
The pizza arrives just as the rain started pouring down, the open garage
doors peer out into the dark evening. Anthony runs out and pays the delivery guy
then climbs up to the loft with the pizza box balanced in one hand. He and I eat
dinner on the couch with Styrofoam plates in our laps, watching a movie on the TV
that sits on the floor.
Today is as hot as the weather report promised. Anthony drives us into town
in his pick-up, which he lovingly calls “shit-brown”. He takes us along the cliff and
into the valley where Angel Bay rests around a ‘U’ of rocky shore.
Bianca sits at the edge of the cement pier in a pink swimsuit that shows off
her dark, slim shoulders. Her curly black hair is wrapped up in a bun. Anthony calls
her and she turns her head. Stylish sunglasses sit on her nose. “Hey! Oh, you must
be Charlie.”
“Hi.”
“Hope you weren’t waiting long,” Anthony says, wearing a long sleeved shirt
and jeans rolled up to his calves. He holds up a plastic bag, “We bought sandwiches.”
“Aw, great, I’m starving.” She turns to me, “I’m Bianca, I work with Anthony
back at the garage.”
“Nice to meet you,” I say, sitting on the pier and letting my feet touch the
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water below. Anthony sits between us, handing each of us a sandwich wrapped in
checkered paper. I open the wrapper and smell the bread. I bite into the thick, crisp
roll and into ribbons of toasted turkey, provolone, and leafy lettuce. I remember
bitterly how I didn’t really get to eat meals with my parents.
“You’re from out of town, right?” Bianca asks.
I chew rapidly before answering, “I’m from Georgia.”
“Yeah? Well, what do you think of Angel Bay? Have you had a chance to explore?”
“No,” I say.
Anthony talks with his mouth full, “Wasn’t able to last night.”
Bianca prods him in the rib, “we should take her around.” She smiles at me.
“Angel Bay’s in the middle of nowhere, but it’s nice.” She licks bit of mayonnaise
from her thumb, “We should get some ice cream next.”
I grin at Anthony.
“Sure,” he says, “Mickey’s is right over here.” We gather up the scraps and
wrappers into a plastic bag and walk down the pier to the road. We cross the street
and we line up behind a couple at Mickey’s. Anthony takes our trash, “I’ll toss this
out at the bin over there.”
“’Kay,” Bianca says. The couple ahead of us step aside with their cones and
the girl behind the counter asks how she can help us. Bianca smiles, “hey, can I get a
medium vanilla with chocolate jimmies?”
“What are jimmies?” I whisper.
“Sprinkles,” Bianca whispers back. “What are you getting?”
“Can I get a small vanilla?”
“What about Anthony?” Bianca asks.
We glance down at the end of the block where Anthony hovers by the garbage can, talking to a man in a jacket and board shorts. “Uncle Anthony?” I call.
He looks up, “Oh, I’m good, thanks. Just give me a sec.”
Bianca dips her head and pulls her wallet from her purse. “He shouldn’t be
talking with that guy,” she mumbles.
“What?”
She puts a bill on the counter and gives a reassuring smile. “Nothing. Just
wait here for our cones, okay?” She turns and strides down to Anthony. As she
approaches, the man in the jacket slips around the block and out of sight. The Mickey’s girl hands me my ice cream.
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Bianca says something that I can’t hear to Anthony and he puts up a hand
like, “It’s fine.” Bianca responds with her palms up. Anthony crosses his arms and
shakes his head. “It’s fine.”
“’Scuse me,” The mickey’s girl peers at me through the window, Bianca’s cone
in her hand, “Are you alright?”
I look at my ice cream and I feel my appetite dissipate. The glossy white
swirl that I was excited about a moment ago looks like molded plastic, something
I couldn’t possibly eat. I feel a tug in my stomach and I walk, then run, down the
block. I shove myself between Anthony and Bianca and thrust my head over the
garbage can. Bianca gasps and pulls back my hair. Anthony takes the cone out of my
hand, letting me grip the can, a tear sliding down my face.
I sit in bed, leaning against the wall. A blanket- the knit one that Anthony
pulled off his bed- lays over my legs. Unused bottles and gel Nyquil pills sit on the
floor; an empty mop bucket lays on its side. My phone glows in my lap and I scroll
through the list of calls and texts that haven’t reached either mom or dad.
One more time.
I dial mom’s number and listen to it ring, still trying to decide what to say. It
answers, “I’m sorry, the number you are dialing is not available right now. Please
hang up or—” I hang up and dial once more. “I’m sorry, the number you are—” I
drop my phone onto the bed to sink into the sheets.
A knuckle taps on my door and I perk up, “Come in.”
Anthony leans in, “Hey, are you feeling okay? How’s your stomach?”
“I’m fine. I feel better.”
“Are you hungry? I need to go to the store so is there anything you want?”
“Can I come with you?”
Anthony flexes his cheek, making a reluctant look, “You should stay here,
kiddo.”
“I’ll be fine. I won’t get sick again.”
“Alright,” Anthony says, stooping down to pick up the mop bucket, “You’re
taking this with you in the car though.”
Angel Bay doesn’t have any grocery stores, Harris Teeter’s, or anything. There
is a collection of mom-n-pop shops in town that Anthony goes to. He drives us
down to the beach, and we walk along the neat sidewalks. Whenever someone
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passes, Anthony puts up a palm and says hello or nudges them and asks how they’re
doing. I follow him into a little store with windows painted with green hills and
fruit trees.
A bell rings as Anthony pulls the door open and holds it for me. An old lady
behind the register looks up from a Sudoku puzzle, the name “Pamela” is stitched
on her shirt, “Hello Anthony!”
“Hey, Pam, we’ll be out of your hair in a bit.”
“Take your time,” she says as I follow Anthony down a narrow aisle.
“I really don’t have much at the house, so go nuts,” he says. The shelves are a
jumble of nonperishables, cake mixes and crackers and pasta boxes and soup cans.
“What do you want tonight?” Anthony picks up a jar a marinara sauce from a
shelf, “I can turn a box of penne and Ragu into a decent meal.”
“Uncle Anthony?”
He turns, “Anthony is fine.”
“Can I ask you something?”
He looks at his feet. “Shoot.”
“Why am I here?”
He cinches his brow and gives me a sideways glance. “Fooood?”
“I mean, ugh, Angel Bay; Why am I here with you?”
“You’re staying with me for the summer,” he says, setting the Ragu back on
the shelf.
“Do you know if I’m going back home in the fall?”
“Yeah, kid,” he says gently, “Why wouldn’t you?”
“I don’t think they want me back.” I turn my face away. “I didn’t know I had
an uncle until mom and dad started comparing me to you. They say that you were a
bad kid,” I dip my head, my shoes growing blurry, “And now I’m a bad kid.”
Anthony puts an arm over my shoulder, “Charlie, you’re not bad, you’re not
like me. You’re okay. Why would they think that?”
I start to cry.
Anthony crouches down and puts a hand to his chest, “look, me... I’m…” he
takes a breath, “I was killing myself, fucked up my heart, put myself in the hospital over and over. My family did nothing but hate me.” He pushes a thumb against
the veins in his elbow, his eyes growing wet. “I’m sober now, okay? I have been for
twelve years n’ do nothing stronger than cigarettes and coffee. They still don’t talk to
me.” He grasps my shoulder, rubbing with his thumb. “What makes you bad?”
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My eyes hot and wet, I wring my hands. “I’m pregnant.”
A sigh rolls deep from Anthony’s chest, “listen, hon. It’s alright to make
mistakes and make decisions some don’t agree with, ‘cause good people are gonna
forgive you, support you, set you right. You’re a good kid and you’ve done nothing
wrong.” He says. “We’re not the bad ones.”
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First Born
ANNISTON BIERI

Her lungs killed her. My old neighbor’s habits made her quilts yellow and

maybe the walls too, though the wallpaper wasn’t pretty either way. Mrs. Gracie was
a sweet old lady who told too many stories and gave us a dime for every cigarette
butt we picked from her grass. My family would visit her house across the street, a
dark smear closed up in maple trees, and she’d give us cheap candy and hot tea. That
house, she’d say, is an oak mansion with twelve bedrooms, all built by her husband.
She didn’t have any children to put on her will though, and her husband pass away a
while ago, so her property went to my mom.
I step down the porch’s sagging stairs with a box of books. Mia follows with a
smaller load, her Sketchers lighting the thin path. We pause at the edge of the street,
cross, and carry the burdens into our yard. I settle my box in the grass. Mia lets her
bundle of things clatter to the ground, a pout on her lips.
“You can stop,” I say, “We’re done.”
Mia crosses her arms and purses her lips so far that her nostrils disappear.
She’s been putting up this act all day; mad that I volunteered us to help move Mrs.
Gracie’s things.
I droop on the front steps, pushing my sneakers off. Mia sits beside me on the
narrow stairs, silent. “Thanks for helping,” I mumble, “I know you didn’t want to.”
“You’re welcome,” Mia says. She reaches her skinny arms over her head, “I
helped so much!” The “so” swelling with the effort of the stretch.
“Are you sad that Mrs. Gracie died?” I ask.
“Not really. Her house smelled bad and she gave us cough drops.”
I laugh, “That’s not very nice!”
Mia shrugs, picking at the print on her shirt.
Mrs. Gracie claimed that she couldn’t leave the house, maybe because of her
weak knees or maybe because she didn’t like cars, so Mom bought her groceries and
often made her meals. Once, Mia and I stood at Mrs. Gracie’s door, the rain patter-
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ing against the hoods of our slickers. Mia reached up and pressed the doorbell a few
too many times. I swatted her hand.
After a moment, Mrs. Gracie opened the door with a smile and the sour smell
of the carpets. “Oh, hello girls, how are you?”
“Good,” we answered mechanically.
I held up a plastic container. “Mom asked us to bring this over. It’s chicken
noodle soup- she added extra broth for you.”
“Oh, tell her I said thank you,” she said, taking the box, “Would you two like
to come in for some candy?” She probably meant cough drops though.
Mia stared at me, silently pleading me to decline. “No, thank you, Mrs. Gracie,” I said, “We need to help Mom clean up.”
“I understand, I won’t keep you,” she said. Mia stepped down from the porch
and into the rain, eager to leave.
“Have a good night,” I said, turning to follow Mia.
“Well, Deirdre, before you go, can I talk to you for a moment?”
I turned reluctantly. “Yes?”
“You’re… fourteen?”
I nod.
“Well, I tell you this all the time, but you’re so mature. You’re such a big help
to your mother, sister, and even me. I worry if you get enough time to yourself
though, to rest and have fun every once in a while.”
“Well, I have to help out, Mrs. Gracie. I’m the oldest. I have to be an adult
since dad isn’t around.”
She took my hand and her nails felt alien on my skin. “I understand,” she said,
nodding solemnly. “Taking care of others is difficult and unrewarding. It’s hard to be
responsible on your own.”
I badly wanted to say something biting. She didn’t know what it’s like to be
responsible. She didn’t take care of anyone. She didn’t give anything up for the sake
of anyone. In fact, she burdens Mom more than she’s ever provided for us.
I pulled my hand from her grasp. “Thanks, but I’m fine.”
It’s nearly seven now and the sun is setting. The maple tree, where Mrs. Gracie used to sit under and kiss her husband, litters the yard with yellow leaves. Peeking through the windows, I can see the stripy, flowery yellow wallpaper that plasters
every wall.
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“We missed a room,” Mia says.
“What?”
Mia points to a tiny porthole on the topmost floor, the corner, a white curtain
drawn behind the glass. We missed a room? A sigh rolls deep from my chest and I
stand, slipping on my shoes. “Come on.”
“No!” Mia protests. “Deirdre, I want to be done!”
“So do I but we should finish.”
Mia whines, drooping her head down to her knees.
“Fine, stay here then. I’ll finish quicker without you.” I turn and cross the
street. Mia’s little feet patter after me, chased by her shoes’ flashing pink lights.
We walk up the path through the lawn, up the porch, and through the door,
where the entry hall stretches forward. The living room is on the left- where sunken
holes in the stinking carpet remembered the plastic-wrapped loveseat and Mr. Gracie’s unused armchair. The kitchen is on the right- where Mrs. Gracie played solitaire at the rickety table, under the grimy light of her mother’s antique lamp. I pass
the rooms and flick on the light switch at the base of the staircase. The wall sconces
glow dim and yellow along the wall.
The stairs creak like knuckles under our feet and the banister is netted with
cobwebs. The higher we climb, the stronger the dusty smell gets.
On the third floor, all the bedroom doors rest in their frames. In the corner of the
hall that sits directly above the kitchen, two doors flank either side of a discolored
square where a picture frame once hung. We each try a door. Mia finds a bedframe
but no curtains; I only find swept floors.
“Is it one of the other rooms?” Mia asks.
“No, it should be above the kitchen.”
Mia drags her hand along the wall and wonders, “Maybe another floor?”
“Mia, don’t do that. The wall’s gross.”
Mia stops, definitely not because I told her to, but instead looks at her hand
on the discolored wall, the ink of the paper blurry. “There’s a bump.”
“What do you mean?”
“A bump!” She runs her hand along the wall. “There’s a door here.”
I feel along the wall, which I am unhappy to find is sticky. I trace a ridge up,
over, and down. I press on the wall and it gives. A door? I run my hand over the
place where the handle should be and find a small indent. “I’ll be right back,” I say
and hurry back onto the staircase, down, down, down, down, down and into the
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kitchen.
Once, Mom and I helped Mrs. Gracie put her groceries away in the kitchen.
Butter in the fridge, bread in the breadbox, oatmeal in the pantry. As we cleaned up,
Mrs. Gracie prepared sandwiches. One for me, one for Mom, one for herself, and
a fourth she put on a tray. She went to a drawer that clattered when she opened it,
retrieved a key, and walked stiffly past the stained kitchen sink to a metal box on the
wall. We watched her turn the key in the lock, place the sandwich, and pull a cord
on the side. The sandwich rises up the old shaft and into the wall.
“What are you using that old dumbwaiter for?” Mom asked through a mouthful of food.
“Feeding the mice.”
Mom and I put down our sandwiches. “I don’t think you should be doing that
Mrs. Gracie.”
Mrs. Gracie releases the cord, apparently satisfied, closes the little door and
locks it. “I want you two to make me a promise.”
I slip into the kitchen and cross to the drawer. It resists as I pull before slamming open, rattling the silverware. I take two keys from their cubby. One is rusty,
the other must have been silver but is murky from use. I look up at the dumbwaiter.
We haven’t found the other end of it yet. I approach the box, rubbing the keys.
Then there’s a sound.
A faint, irregular scratching. It paused, started again, and gained fervor, making the
metal shaft in the wall clatter. There’s a metallic snap—the dumbwaiter screeches
down its chute, crashing behind the door with a sound that booms throughout the
house.
Then there’s feet on the stairs and Mia appears in the doorway.
“What’s wrong?”
“There was a sound!” she says.
“That was probably the dumbwaiter, it just—”
“—No, there was a sound behind the door!”
“What sound?”
“Scratching- in the wall.”
“Well, let’s go look. I have the key.”
“No, no, no, Deirdre, no!” Mia clings to me. “Let’s go home. I don’t want to be
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here anymore.”
“Then go home. I’m going to look.” I pass her. As I turn and go up the stairs,
Mia follows reluctantly, grasping my shirt.
I run the rusty key along the ridge, slicing the wallpaper that covers the door.
I stick the key into the hole and pull the door open. A rancid smell forces our hands
over our mouths. Dark stains carpet the wooden floor; mold bubbles at the corners.
The hanging lamp in the center of the ceiling is caked with a furry layer of dust. The
old linen curtains hang on the window, a soiled mattress lays off to the side, and the
dumbwaiter sits open on the wall. The wallpaper around it is shredded, pulled from
the grimy walls. A picture frame lies in front of the little door. Mia follows close
beside me as I dip down to pick it up. Mrs. Gracie’s young, gray face looks past the
shattered glass frame, a hand gently laid over her swollen stomach.
“But she didn’t have any babies,” Mia whispers. I turn to Mia and I drop the
frame. I grab her. She whips around to see—
The figure in the wall, above the open door, with long thin legs and spidery fingers
inching behind the yellow flowers. An arm slithers between the paper and the wall,
attached to a tiny ball of shoulder. A head that is barely more than a skull presses
flush behind the paper. It lifts its head, the round hollows of its eyes- where the paper dips between its brow and cheeks- points at us.
I grab Mia and race through the door, paper slashes behind us. I peel around
the corner and dash down, down, down the stairs so fast that tears appear in my
eyes. The sound of tearing paper crashes after us. I hear the sconces leap from the
walls, smashing onto the stairs. Mia and I run past the kitchen and throw the front
door open. We leap from the porch. The door shuts behind us.
We run across the street, through the pile of Mrs. Gracie’s things and up our
front porch. I nearly yank the door off its hinges, slamming it behind the both of us.
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No Matter What
We Breed
MORGAN MCCLEARY

He sat in silence, legs crossed, back hunched forward, and head tilted back.

His hair swept back from his forehead in soft black waves and stirred slightly in the
quiet breeze. A pair of pointed ears drew back from his angular face giving him an
elfish appearance. His dark brown eyes glistened as he looked up at the twinkling
stars that hung like diamonds embedded in a black velvet curtain. His hands fidgeted in his lap as he fingered a tuft of fur on the tip of his long black tail. He emitted
a heavy sigh as his shoulders slumped forward, distorting his appearance. His dark
shirt, covered in swirling silver patterns, fell in folds around his arched, slender
frame. He grasped at a silver necklace and rubbed a clawed finger over its pendent.
Voices whispered in his thoughts, their cruel words impossible to block out.
“Look at you: your claws, your tail. You’re neither human nor demon. You
don’t belong anywhere,” they said.
He closed his eyes, trying to force the dark murmurs out of his head.
“You can’t get rid of us,” they hissed, “You know what we say is true. Half of
the world sees you as a monster, and the rest see you as an outcast, a half-breed that
belongs nowhere.”
“Leave me alone,” he growled, baring his sharp fangs.
“Perhaps they’re right,” the voices continued, “You are a monster, and monsters never change.”
The creak of a door behind him caused him to turn. A bright light flowed
from the entryway, filling the darkness around him with its warm yellow glow.
A feminine silhouette stepped into the door way, breaking the light. She was a
beautiful woman of average height for a human, and she had soft, rounded features.
Her face was cast in shadow, but her sharp eyes seemed to glow with a fiery violet
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gaze. In her arms, she held a small baby dressed in light blue pajamas. The child
grasped his mother’s white shirt in one hand, and his head rested against her shoulder. A small black tail curled lazily around his tiny body, and with his other hand, he
held its tufted tip.
“I think he wants you to put him to bed,” the woman said in an exasperated
tone, but her smile betrayed her voice, “He keeps whimpering and kicking when I
try to put him in his crib.”
The man smiled, and his eyes softened as he sat up.
“Let me see him,” he said in a calm voice. She lay the small child in his arms,
and he pulled him against his chest, wrapping his arms protectively around the infant.
The baby placed a tiny hand on his father’s chin, touching the scruffy hair of
his dark beard.
“Leon,” he said with a smile, “Must you always be so difficult for your mother?”
The baby cooed as if to answer, and the man chuckled at the child’s innocence.
“Mathias,” the quiet voice said, causing him to look up to see his wife staring
at him, expectantly.
“Yes?” the man, Mathias, asked, the playful tone still lingering in his voice.
“Will you take him in?” she asked.
“Of course,” he said, reverting to his original, soft tone.
Mathias stood, carefully balancing himself so as not to drop Leon. His tail
swept down as he got to his feet, the black tip brushing against the ground. He
glanced at his son, making sure he had not jostled him too much, and entered
through the door of soft yellow light. The darkness disappeared behind him as the
light engulfed him, wrapping him into its warm embrace.
Mathias passed through the small house, halting at a closed door in the back
hallway. With a gentle shove, he pushed it open. A mellow light fluttered into the
dim hallway on silent wings. With slow footsteps, Mathias entered the room.
The nursery was cozy and warm with light yellow walls and a small lamp that
projected its happy glow around the space. There were two cribs, one to the left and
one to the right of the door. One was empty, and in the other, another baby slept.
Mathias brought Leon to the empty crib and kissed his forehead before gently sitting him down.
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“Go to sleep,” Mathias said in a whisper, “You don’t want to wake Carsten.”
With silent steps, he crept to the crib where Carsten slept.
He bent down, a smile spread across his face, as he watched his son sleep.
The small baby was identical to Leon, but he wore pale green pajamas instead
of blue. His black tail lay twisted over his body, and he grasped the tip in his tiny
fist.
“Sleep well, and may the dark dreams stay away,” he whispered.
He straightened and retreated to the door where his wife stood leaning
against the door frame. As he approached, she backed away, giving him room to
pass and quietly pull the door shut. She gently took his hand, and he turned to face
her, his brown eyes meeting her violet ones.
“Ama-“ he started, using her nickname.
“Hush,” Amalia said, pressing a finger against his lips to silence him, “You’ll
wake Carsten.”
He gently took her hand, held it over his lips, and kissed it.
A small smile spread across her face as she said: “Come on. Let’s let them
sleep in peace.”
The air was warm, and a light breeze danced among the green trees of the
orchard. The leaves twisted and leapt in its cool touch. Wispy clouds drifted lazily
through the bright blue sky. The aroma of blooming flowers floated on the wind
and swirled around Mathias, clothing him in their sweet scent. He closed his eyes,
inhaling the fragrance. He knew this place.
When he opened his eyes, the scene remained the same, but he saw a woman
approaching between the swaying trees. She wore a blue sundress with a skirt that
billowed in the wind. Her long brown hair swept behind her, flowing gracefully
in soft waves. She stopped, her soft brown eyes falling on him, and a smile spread
across her lips.
“Mathias,” she said in a gentle voice, “Come here, my child.”
His mother, one of the few humans who accepted him for what he was, the
only person who believed he could be something more, was here, alive.
He ran to her, just as he had when he was young. She pulled him into a tight
embrace, running a hand through his hair like she used to.
“I’ve missed you,” she said quietly.
“I’ve missed you, too,” he said and smiled.
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Suddenly, her hands fell away, and she stumbled back. She stopped a few
paces from Mathias, and she threw her head back, a terrible scream ripping from
her throat.
“Mom?” Mathias said, his voice quivering with confusion and fear.
She lowered her head to look at him, and he gasped.
Blood spilled from her eyes in thick heavy drops and ran down her cheeks,
staining her fair skin red.
“You did this to me!” she shrieked, “Monster! How can I call you my son?”
“Mom, I-“ Mathias started.
“Demon!” she screamed, her voice cracking.
He staggered back, stunned by her sudden outburst.
Clawed hands grabbed him from behind and pulled him back. He thrashed
and fought against the creatures’ grasps.
“Come with us,” raspy voices hissed in his ears, “You are one of us.”
“Let me go!” Mathias screamed, “I am not one of you! Mom!”
His cry for help was answered by his mother’s terrified scream: “Demon! You
did this to me!”
The fiends pulled him further from the screaming woman, and into a darkness behind him. Their claws dug into his flesh and their haunting words seemed to
grow louder with each step.
“Let me go!” Mathias yelled, “I am not a demon! I am not a demon!”
Mathias awoke, sitting up suddenly, the covers falling from his bare chest.
His breath came in short ragged gasps, and sweat coated his body. He glanced
around the dark room in a startled panic until he realized where he was.
He was in bed, at home. Amalia was beside him. He was safe.
He forced his breathing to slow before he finally laid back down.
Beside him, Amalia stirred.
“Mathias?” she asked in a groggy voice.
She propped herself up on an elbow to allow herself to look down at him.
“It was just a dream,” Mathias said, his voice quivering slightly, “Go back to
sleep.”
“Just a dream?” Amalia asked, the grogginess gone from her voice, “What
was it about?”
“It doesn’t matter,” he muttered, rolling onto his side, putting his back to her.
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After a few moments, he heard her settle back down.
A brief silence followed before he said: “Amalia, do you think I’m-“. He
trailed off.
“You’re what?” came her quiet voice.
“A monster?” Mathias finally asked, his voice soft and shaking.
“Of course you’re not. I’ve already told you that,” she answered in a mild tone.
“Even though I’m part-“ he started.
“Even though you are,” she answered.
She wrapped a slender arm over him, forcing him to turn and face her.
He could barely make out her features, but he could tell she was smiling.
“I love you, Mathias,” she said as her soft lips brushed against his in a gentle
kiss.
“I love you, too,” he whispered.
He reached out to embrace her, but all he grasped was the cool air.
He opened his eyes. Amalia was gone.
He sat up, and the covers fell away, exposing his bare chest to the cold, and he
shivered. The pale moonlight shone through the window revealing a room that was
dusty with cracks running through the walls like spider webs. The wooden floor was
tarnished and blotched with rusty stains that remained from that haunting night.
Mathias looked down at the empty side of the bed where the specter of his
wife had been. Tears stung his eyes as he gently grasped the sheets beside him.
A deep sob erupted from his throat.
He never meant for them to get hurt. He never meant for anyone to get hurt,
but that was the price he had to pay.
For a monster, there can never be a happy ending.
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